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About This Game

First person view horror game. You are the cop, who fell asleep in his office. Waking up, you learn of some psychopath who
craves for your death and informs of this through notes. Try to get out of the police station avoiding meeting the robot guard.

Leave the police station as soon as possible.
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Exactly what it says.
It's cute, heartwarming and neat.

Works best if you have siblings.

I really liked it.. Very easy game to get full acheievments, I recommend if you are an achievement hunter, there is a guide on
how to get the achievements. Music is good too :D. The sad thing here is that I still managed to find about 11 hours of game
play out of this alpha. But I have really low standards, this has all the makings of a really fun game. But for some reason the devs
just kind of stopped putting out content. I don't really get it...they went through an awful lot of work to get this game to the point
it is now. Why not just finish what you started and move on.

If they put out more content I will change this review immediately.. An Awesome Bullet Hell

Meet QP, a cute girl (with fluffy dog ears and tail) and help her on a dangerous and epic quest to get her sweet pudding and
shoot lasers at everything and everyone that stands between her and her loved dessert.

On a more serious note, this game is the second best bullet hell (after Touhou) that I've played. Definitely reccomended.

Gameplay:  the gameplay is fun and very rewarding and passing stages feels satisfying. A piece of advice, you can
practice on Conquest mode until you can pass stages without problem. I think the Formation mechanic is pretty
innovative and offers replay value too, since you can buy more advanced formations (but of course, that requires
getting good scores since you get the in game coins from your score when you lose) so it's an incentive to get better too
:)

Art: the main characters are drawn in a very cute moe anime style, definitely a plus by my standards :D
Probably you'll like it if you like anime .
The enemies are also one of the most originals I've seen in a bullet hell and they're well drawn too in a simple but nice
style that fit well with the other characters. The background art is pretty cool and the detailed "flying over" style
reminds me a bit of of Touhou 10 and 12.

Music: The music is lighthearted and fun, which I like since QP and her friends ccould be described much the same
way, The shooting noises are standard but rather good, in my opinion. I like the OST/music.

Controls: the controls are the usual for bullet hells (Z to shoot, left cntrl to see your hitbox, etc) although the Formation
keys can be a bit tricky to use while holding Z, it can be easily solved by rebinding the keys to your liking in the
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Controls menu, so that's not a problem.. Cool game! In this game you have to think.
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Can not even come close to recommending this game as it stands. In the half an hour I played it I have already beaten it and
collected almost all of the trophies. Basically this game is the most dumbed down "stealth" game you can imagine just running
around avoiding aliens while you plant bombs on their nests. You go through about 5-6 night cycles doing this while the game
gets progressively harder every night adding more and new enemies to the field each night. The enemies are boring and
predictable with silly footstep sounds reminiscent of minecraft and have a set patrol pattern making them honestly laughable in
their pathetic atempts of fighting you despite their pretty awesome and creepy look to them. With some serious elbow grease
and ALOT more content I could see this being worth 5$ but as it stands with litterally half an hour worth of actual gameplay I
would honestly say this is worth like 50 cents.. This game should be considerably cheaper . It\u2019s not very enticing .you will
soon get bored. This game used to be awesome, a bit buggy but still lots of fun, now you cant even get on to the servers. That a
bunch of bull. I dont have annything more to say about the game. Its not fun anymore. So... Dont download. very frustrating
game but a great play for a few min game :D
. My review of Untamed: life of a cougar

pros

- My cubs are adorable
- it's not realistic but I'm going to pretend thats okay!
- cubs have different stages
- there is a tutorial
- You don't even have to have cubs in this game, I've played it like that.
Cons

- glitches
- Anything more than easy mode is a bit too extreme
- It like never updates I think this is as good as it will ever get

My experiences with this game:

~~me last year~~
I was roaming around and stuff. And found glitches. I also went into easy mode. And restarted the game multiple times. And
had a hard time. Then, right when i was 9 days, almost at the 2nd stage, the stage i waited for, i was completely surrounded. And
I had to restart the game. again. So, then i got another game and Oak died. (one of my cubs) then I finally got into the 2nd stage
after a pretty chill time. But, right now, the male cougar is attacking me every 15 seconds. alongside several other creatures.

But..... When I'm not suffering its almost kind of fun. So, I recomend this game to anyone who strongly enjoys routines, has lots
of patience, and prays to the cougar god every night because that is the only way you will enjoy this game, no jokes, no lies.

I'm giving this game

~2\/10~ Because i don't pray to any cougar gods ever

and

~7\/10~ because i strongly, wholeheartedly enjoy routines.

thank
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